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Objective: To examine the Social Self Preservation Theory, which predicts that stressors involving social evaluative threat (SET)
characteristically activate the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. The idea that distinct psychosocial factors may underlie
specific patterns of neuroendocrine stress responses has been a topic of recurrent debate. Methods: Sixty-one healthy university
students (n ⫽ 31 females) performed a challenging speech task in one of three conditions that aimed to impose increasing levels
of SET: performing the task alone (no social evaluation), with one evaluating observer, or with four evaluating observers. Indices
of sympathetic (preejection period) and parasympathetic (heart rate variability) cardiac drive were obtained by impedance- and
electrocardiography. Salivary cortisol was used to index HPA activity. Questionnaires assessed affective responses. Results:
Affective responses (shame/embarrassment, anxiety, negative affect, and self-esteem), cortisol, heart rate, sympathetic and
parasympathetic activation all differentiated evaluative from nonevaluative task conditions (p ⬍ .001). The largest effect sizes were
observed for cardiac autonomic responses. Physiological reactivity increased in parallel with increasing audience size (p ⬍ .001).
An increase in cortisol was predicted by sympathetic activation during the task (p ⬍ .001), but not by affective responses.
Conclusion: It would seem that SET determines the magnitude, rather than the pattern, of physiological activation. This potential
to perturb broadly multiple physiological systems may help explain why social stress has been associated with a range of health
outcomes. We propose a threshold-activation model as a physiological explanation for why engaging stressors, such as those
involving social evaluation or uncontrollability, may seem to induce selectively cortisol release. Key words: social evaluation,
autonomic reactivity, HPA-axis, response specificity, shame, self-esteem, psychological stress.
ECG ⫽ electrocardiograph; HPA ⫽ hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal;
ICG ⫽ impedance cardiograph; PEP ⫽ preejection period; RMSSD ⫽
root mean square of successive differences; SAM ⫽ sympatheticadrenal-medullary; SET ⫽ social evaluative threat; TSST ⫽ Trier
Social Stress Test.

INTRODUCTION
esponse specificity, the idea that particular characteristics
of a stimulus or an individual are associated with distinct
neuroendocrine and physiological response patterns, is one of
the fundamental assumptions in psychophysiology and a dominant hypothesis in biobehavioral medicine (1–5). To most
stress researchers this notion is intuitively obvious, buttressed
by the evolutionary argument that different physiological response patterns are required to cope adaptively with different
threats (6). Response specificity may also explain why certain
types of stress have a more profound health impact than
others, or why some stressors seem associated with specific
pathologies (4,7,8).
Given the central role of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis in the stress response and its important physiological functions (9,10), substantial research has been di-
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rected at identifying the psychological determinants of its
activation (11,12). A guiding, but sometimes implicit, assumption is that the psychological determinants of HPA activation can be distinguished from those that activate other
stress-response systems (e.g., sympathetic-adrenal-medullary
(SAM) system or parasympathetic nervous system) (7,11,13,14).
For example, it has been proposed that stressors involving
novelty, lack of control, or loss/harm-appraisals preferentially
activate the HPA axis whereas factors like effort, arousal, or
challenge-appraisals drive SAM activation (7,11,13–15).
However, the status of such models does not always seem to
be matched by the strength of their empirical support; much of
the supportive evidence takes the form of extrapolations from
nonhuman studies, and the human data remain inconclusive
(11). It is perhaps hardly surprising, then, that the specific
psychological determinants of HPA activation continue to be
a topic of research and debate.
The Social Self Preservation Theory is the most recent
contribution to this debate (16,17). This theory, formulated by
Gruenewald and co-workers, predicts that “. . . threats to the
social self, or situations which threaten to demean one’s social
image or standing, engender a specific set of psychological
and physiological reactions” (17). These specific reactions are
proposed to be feelings of low social worth, accompanied by
self-conscious emotions, such as embarrassment and shame
and, in the physiological domain, increases in HPA activation
(16,17). Key support for the theory was adduced from a
meta-analytic review of 208 acute laboratory stress studies,
which demonstrated that stress exposure paradigms characterized by social-evaluative threat, such as stressful situations in
which an evaluative audience was present or in which the
participant was the target of a negative social comparison, led
to greater cortisol reactivity than paradigms in which socialevaluative threat was absent or minimal (11). The authors
concluded that this meta-analysis supported a “stressor-physiology specificity perspective” (11).
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Subsequent empirical support for this specificity perspective was provided by Gruenewald and colleagues (17). In this
study, participants underwent the Trier Social Stress Test
(TSST) protocol (18), which involves delivering an impromptu speech and performing a mental arithmetic task, in
the presence or absence of evaluative others. As predicted
by the Social Self Preservation Theory, performing the TSST
in the presence of an evaluative audience provoked larger
increases in self-reported shame/embarrassment than performing the task alone. Further, cortisol increased only when the
TSST was performed with the audience present, whereas the
two task conditions elicited largely similar increases in heart
rate and blood pressure. These findings suggest that the SAM
system responds less sensitive to social evaluative threat than
the HPA axis, reinforcing the view that there may be distinctive psychological determinants of HPA activation. At the
same time, however, the observation that cardiovascular and
autonomic indices minimally differentiate between evaluative
and nonevaluative conditions conflicts with the general finding in social facilitation and social anxiety research (19,20).
Such research has shown that tasks involving high evaluative
threat (for example, caused by the presence of an observer, the
presence of a high status observer, or because of being
evaluated on valued traits like intelligence) provokes much
larger cardiovascular and autonomic reactions than situations of low evaluative threat (19,21,22). Indeed, evaluated
performance tasks, such as speech performance, have become routinely employed in stress research exactly because
of their robust activation of the autonomic and cardiovascular system (23–25).
Considering the theoretical importance of the study by
Gruenewald et al. (17), providing the strongest empirical
support for the Social Self Preservation Theory to date, replication using a more detailed assessment of autonomic nervous system activity seemed appropriate. Two additional
major modifications were made to their original study protocol. First, we noted that the TSST protocol utilized by Gruenewald and co-workers required participants to change
repeatedly between sitting and standing posture and to walk
between different areas of the laboratory (17). Whereas cortisol release is relatively insensitive to modest physical activity (26), movement and posture changes substantially affect
cardiovascular and autonomic measures (27–31). Evidence
confirms that somatic activity confounds cardiovascular and
autonomic responses during the TSST (32). To prevent such
confounding, we controlled movement by keeping study participants in the same position (sitting) throughout the pretask
baseline and all experimental procedures. Second, although
the present study similarly manipulated social evaluative
threat by performing a demanding task (impromptu speech
delivery) alone or in front of an evaluating audience, we
included two different audience sizes (one observer or four
observers) to manipulate levels of social evaluation (33).
Three specific hypotheses were tested. First, on the basis of
the findings by Gruenewald et al. (17), it was expected that
social evaluation would enhance cortisol reactivity but not, or
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only modestly, autonomic and cardiovascular reactivity. Second, on the same basis, we further expected that cortisol
reactivity, but not autonomic and cardiovascular activity,
would increase in parallel with the degree of social evaluative
threat, i.e., show a dose-dependent relationship with audience
size (33). Third, to further test the specificity of HPA responses during evaluative threat, it was predicted that HPA
activity would increase independently of autonomic and cardiovascular responses but would correlate with increases in
shame/embarrassment.
METHODS
Participants
Sixty-one university undergraduates (n ⫽ 31 women) participated in the
present study (mean ⫾ standard deviation age ⫽ 20.3 ⫾ 1.09 years; range ⫽
18 –24 years). Participants were recruited via advertisements in lecture rooms
and by posters on campus, and were given course credit hours or paid £5 for
completion of the study. Exclusion criteria were a) suffering from an immune,
cardiovascular, metabolic, or kidney disorder; b) current cold or respiratory
infection; c) use of prescribed medication (excluding the contraceptive pill)
during the previous month; d) pregnancy or suspected pregnancy; e) being a
smoker. Participants were instructed not to consume food or caffeinated
beverages 2 hours before testing and to abstain from alcohol and strenuous
exercise 12 hours before testing. Based on research showing that females in
the follicular phase and those taking oral contraception show comparable
cortisol responses to stress and adrenocorticotropic hormone infusion (34),
female participants were tested between days 4 to 7 post menses, or, when oral
contraceptives were used, on a day the pill was taken. The study was approved
by the ethical review committee of the School of Sport Exercise Sciences.
Data were collected between November 2005 and March 2006.

Procedures
Task Preparations
Participants were invited to complete a single 2-hour afternoon testing
session, commencing between 1 PM and 4 PM. On arrival at the laboratory,
informed consent was obtained and electrodes for impedance cardiography
(ICG) and electrocardiography (ECG) were attached. Participants were seated
comfortably in a chair with arm rests, and were instructed to maintain a
similar posture throughout the session and minimize movement. The latter
was facilitated by the use of supportive pillows, and by the positioning of legs
in a box, which did not physically restrict movement but limited the perimeter
for movement. Participants were then provided with a standardized snack
(1178 kJ; 43.1 g carbohydrate, comprising 26.3 g glucose; 10.9 g fat; 2.6 g
protein) and a glass of water (250 mL). During the subsequent 45 minutes
baseline period, participants completed a set of questionnaires and engaged in
quiet reading. During the final 6 minutes of this baseline, at the same time still
engaged in quiet reading, cardiac activity was assessed unobtrusively. At the
completion of this baseline measurement, the first saliva sample (“baseline”)
was taken, and a second set of questionnaires was administered. Subsequently, the task was explained and initiated.

Stress Task
The task consisted of two back-to-back speeches, each with 2 minutes of
preparation and 4 minutes of speech delivery (35,36). For the first speech,
participants were required to argue convincingly they were wrongly accused
of shoplifting (37). For the second speech task, participants were asked to
reveal and explain three of their best and three of their worst characteristics
(38). The total task duration was 15 minutes, including instructions. Task
instructions and timing were standardized by use of a DVD which was played
on a TV screen. The experimenter left the room after starting the DVD and
remained outside during the task. Participants were informed that the experimenter could still be contacted though a two-way radio.
Psychosomatic Medicine 71:877– 885 (2009)

RESPONSES TO SOCIAL EVALUATIVE THREAT
Conditions
Participants were allocated randomly to one of three conditions, structured
to provoke increasing social evaluative threat: 1) a nonevaluative or noaudience condition during which nobody was present as the participant
undertook the speech tasks; 2) a social evaluation condition whereby a single
audience member (of opposite sex) was present; and 3) a social evaluation
condition whereby four people (two men and two women) were present.
Participants in the social evaluative conditions were told that the audience
would be evaluating their speech performance and ability to communicate
ideas successfully in a social situation. Participants in the nonevaluative
condition were informed that they would perform the task alone in the room
and that their performance was under no form of evaluation. The two-way
radio was merely used to check if the speeches were on the correct topic (all
participants followed speech instructions). The specifics of the task condition
were only revealed at the point when task preparations were initiated to avoid
baseline differences in anticipatory arousal. After the task was described,
audience members entered the room (in the social evaluative conditions) and
were seated in front of the participant. Audience members were approximately the same age as the participants and trained to adopt a nonaccepting
and critical manner as described by Gruenewald and associates (17). If the
participants stopped speaking for a period exceeding 20 seconds, the experimenter would prompt by sounding an alert through the two-way radio. This
procedure was to ensure that the participants spoke for the full period in all
three conditions.
Immediately after completion of the speech tasks, the experimenter reentered the room, collected the second saliva sample, and issued the third set of
questionnaires. At the same time, the audience left the room. During the
subsequent 45-minute recovery period, a saliva sample and mood questionnaire data were obtained at 15-minute intervals.

Questionnaires
Health behaviors were assessed by questionnaire and included assessments of exercise, alcohol and caffeine consumption, sleep, health complaints, use of nonprescribed medication, and menstrual cycle phase. The Test
Anxiety Scale (39) is a 37-item (“true/false”) questionnaire that assesses test
anxiety as a situation-specific personality trait (␣ ⫽ 0.82); the Fear of
Negative Evaluation scale (40) is a 12-item questionnaire (4-point Likert
scale; 1 ⫽ Very little to 4 ⫽ Much) that provides an index of social anxiety
(␣ ⫽ 0.94). The State Self-Esteem Scale (41) was administered pre and post
task. For this 20-item scale, respondents had to rate their current thoughts
regarding confidence, social self-esteem, and performance on a 5-point Likert
scale (1 ⫽ Not at all to 5 ⫽ Extremely). For the current study, only the
performance and social subscales were used (Performance ␣pre ⫽ 0.82,
␣post ⫽ 0.88; Social ␣pre ⫽ 0.86, ␣post ⫽ 0.91). At both pretask and posttask
time points, participants were also administered an extended version of the
Affect Balance Scale (42), which is a 43-item (Likert format; 1 ⫽ Not at all
to 5 ⫽ Very strong) measure of positive and negative affect. Participants rated
the emotions experienced over “the preceding minutes” (baseline, recovery)
or “during the task.” For the present study, we analyzed the negative affect
subscale anxiety subscale (e.g., nervous, timid, anxious; ␣pre ⫽ 0.78, ␣post ⫽
0.85), and the shame/embarrassment subscale1 (items: embarrassed, selfconscious, ashamed, humiliated; ␣pre ⫽ 0.74, ␣post ⫽ 0.87). The latter
subscale is an extension of the Affect Balance Scale developed by Gruenewald and associates (17). The pre- and posttask questionnaires were
supplemented by seven single-item questions (using a 7-point Likert scale)
assessing difficulty, stressfulness, arousal, performance, embarrassment, confusion, and engagement. Pretask items were formulated to assess task expectations (e.g., “How difficult do you expect to find the task?”).

Cardiac and Autonomic Measures
Assessment of cardiac responses focused on cardiac sympathetic and
parasympathetic control (35,43,44). Indices of sympathetic and vagal drive
1
This subscale has been developed as a measure of “shame” for the study by
Gruenewald and colleagues (17). Because the scale contains both embarrassment
and shame items, it was denoted as “shame/embarrassment” in this paper.
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were obtained though analyses of ECG and thoracic ICG signals. Signals were
recorded continuously throughout the experiment with six Ag/AgCl spot
electrodes (AMI type 1650-005, Medtronic, Minneapolis, Minnesota), using
the Vrije Universiteit Ambulatory Monitoring Device (VU-AMD, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, Netherlands) (45). ECG and ICG complexes were
ensemble averaged with reference to the ECG R wave across 1-minute time
points. From these 1-minute ensembles, average levels were computed for
heart rate (HR), preejection period (PEP), the Root Mean Square of Successive Differences (RMSSD), respiratory frequency, and a respiratory depth
(tidal volume). These minute-by-minute means were averaged over the
6-minute pretask baseline, each 6-minute stressor (2 minutes preparation plus
4 minutes speech), and a 6-minute recovery (15-minute post task) (36,46).
PEP was used as an index of cardiac sympathetic drive, and RMSSD as a
measure of cardiac parasympathetic activity (47,48).

Saliva Collection and Cortisol Assessment
Saliva was collected using Salivettes (Sartstead, Oxford, UK). For each
collection, participants were instructed to place the Salivette under the tongue
for 3 minutes and not to chew. Once the 3 minutes had elapsed, subjects
returned the Salivette into a sealed plastic tube. The samples were centrifuged
at room temperature for 5 minutes at 3000 g, and saliva was divided into
500-L aliquots and frozen at ⫺20°C until assayed. Salivary cortisol was
measured using a competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, and
analysis was carried out (sensitivity ⫽ ⬍0.7 ng/mL, intra-assay variability ⫽
9.2%) according to the manufacturers’ instructions (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, Minnesota).

Statistical Analysis
An initial comparison of baseline differences was performed using a series
of univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs). The psychological and physiological responses were examined using repeated-measures multivariate
analyses of variance (MANOVAs), which treated the different sampling times
(pretask, posttask for psychological variables; baseline, task 1, task 2, recovery for cardiovascular and autonomic variables; baseline, posttask, ⫹15
minutes, ⫹30 minutes, and ⫹45 minutes recovery for cortisol) as a withinsubject factor and the condition as a between-subject factor. Separate Time ⫻
Condition ANOVAs compared the responses during each condition in a
pairwise fashion. Two subjects had baseline cortisol levels ⬎3.5 standard
deviation above the mean, and were excluded from the analyses. Eta-squared
(2) is reported as a measure of effect size. Heart rate variability (RMSSD)
was log transformed [ln (RMSSD ⫹ 1)] for statistical analyses and also
presented in the figures. Occasional missing data are reflected in the slight
variations in degrees of freedom. Data were analyzed using SPSS 15.01 for
Windows (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois).

RESULTS
Group Differences
There were no differences among the three experimental
groups in age, body mass index (BMI), or ethnicity
(MANOVA F(2,58) ⫽ 1.43, p ⫽ .25, 2 ⫽ 0.037). Trait Fear
of Negative Evaluation and Anxiety were also similar between
groups (MANOVA F(2,58) ⫽ 2.40, p ⫽ .11, 2 ⫽ 0.046). As
can be seen in Table 1, at baseline no significant group
differences were observed in the affective state (state anxiety,
shame/embarrassment, social self-esteem, total negative affect) or task expectations (difficult, stressful, arousing, confusing, engaging, or embarrassing). Similarly, no baseline
group differences were observed for physiological measures
(namely, HR, PEP, RMSSD) or cortisol (MANOVA F(2,58) ⫽
0.56, p ⫽ .576, 2 ⫽ 0.019). The number of participants who
required prompting to continue speaking after a 20-second
silence was approximately similar for each condition (3, 2,
and 3 for the 0-, 1- and 4-audience conditions, respectively).
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Affective Responses
Figure 1 presents an overview of affective responses during
the tasks. Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed significant
effects of time for anxiety (F(1,58) ⫽ 79.76, p ⬍ .001, 2 ⫽
0.579), shame/embarrassment (F(1,55) ⫽ 88.67, p ⬍ .001,
2 ⫽ 0.617), total negative affect (F(1,57) ⫽ 36.88, p ⬍ .001,
2 ⫽ 0.393), and social self-esteem (F(1,57) ⫽ 14.11, p ⬍
.001, 2 ⫽ 0.198), but not for performance self-esteem
(F(1,58) ⫽ 0.21, p ⫽ .645, 2 ⫽ 0.004). Significant Time ⫻
Table 1.

Mean (SD) Baseline Values in Each Condition
No Audience 1-Audience 4-Audience

Age
BMI
Fear of negative evaluation
Anxiety (ABS)
Shame/embarrassment (ABS)
Negative affect (ABS)
Social self-esteem
Task expectations
Difficulty
Stressfulness
Arousing
Performance
Confusing
Engaging
Embarrassing

20.6 (1.4)
22.5 (2.2)
25.8 (6.0)
1.4 (0.5)
1.4 (0.5)
1.2 (0.2)
3.9 (0.5)

20.4 (1.0)
23.0 (2.6)
29.6 (8.6)
1.5 (0.6)
1.6 (0.8)
1.3 (0.3)
3.8 (0.6)

20.0 (0.9)
22.4 (1.7)
24.8 (8.0)
1.5 (0.5)
1.5 (0.8)
1.3 (0.4)
3.9 (0.7)

1.7 (0.9)
1.8 (1.2)
1.6 (1.2)
3.0 (0.7)
1.9 (0.9)
2.7 (0.9)
1.9 (1.3)

1.7 (1.3)
1.7 (1.3)
1.7 (1.1)
3.4 (0.9)
2.2 (1.2)
3.5 (1.0)
2.1 (1.5)

1.8 (1.4)
1.9 (1.3)
1.9 (1.2)
3.3 (0.9)
2.1 (0.9)
3.1 (1.1)
1.9 (1.7)

BMI ⫽ body mass index; ABS ⫽ Affect Balance Scale.

Condition interactions were found for anxiety (F(2,58) ⫽
3.96, p ⫽ .024, 2 ⫽ 0.120) and shame/embarrassment (F(2,
55) ⫽ 3.26, p ⫽ .046, 2 ⫽ 0.106), and a marginal interaction
effect emerged for total negative affect (F(2, 57) ⫽ 2.90, p ⫽
.064, 2 ⫽ 0.092). Table 2 presents the results of subsequent
pairwise analyses of Time ⫻ Condition interactions (i.e.,
comparing affective responses in the no-audience with either
the 1- or 4-audience conditions as well as comparing the two
audience conditions). These analyses revealed significantly
greater increases in anxiety, shame, and negative affect in the
audience conditions in comparison with the no-audience condition; these affective responses did not differ between the two
audience conditions (Table 2).
Physiological Responses
Cardiac and Autonomic Responses
Figure 2 presents the summary data of cardiac autonomic
responses. Repeated-measures ANOVA yielded significant
Time ⫻ Condition interactions for HR (F(6,162) ⫽ 5.45, p ⬍ .001,
2 ⫽ 0.168), PEP (F (6,162) ⫽ 9.74, p ⬍ .001, 2 ⫽ 0.265),
and RMSSD (F(6,159) ⫽ 3.76, p ⫽ .002, 2 ⫽ 0.124).
Subsequently, we again compared the responses for each
condition in a pairwise fashion, using repeated-measures
ANOVA (Table 3). These analyses demonstrated that, for HR
and PEP, both the 1- and 4-audience conditions induced
significantly larger responses than the control condition (Table 3). Further, the 4-audience condition elicited larger
changes in HR and PEP than the 1-audience condition.

Figure 1. Mean ⫾ standard error of the mean values pre- and poststressor scores on self-esteem (s-e), anxiety and shame/embarrassment in the no-audience
(filled diamonds), 1-audience (open circles), and 4-audience (filled triangles) conditions.
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RESPONSES TO SOCIAL EVALUATIVE THREAT
TABLE 2.

Univariate Statistical Analyses (Repeated-Measures Analysis of Variance) of Time by Condition Interactions

Control vs. 1-audience
Control vs. 4-audience
1-Audience vs. 4-audience

Anxiety

Shame

Negative Affect

F(1,39) ⴝ 2.30,
p < .01, 2 ⴝ 0.172
F(1,38) ⴝ 4.83,
p < .05, 2 ⴝ 0.113
F(1,39) ⫽ 0.01,
p ⫽ .915, 2 ⫽ 0.000

F(1,38) ⴝ 5.16,
p < .05, 2 ⴝ 0.120
F(1,36) ⴝ 4.80,
p < .05, 2 ⴝ 0.117
F(1,36) ⫽ 0.01,
p ⫽ .886, 2 ⫽ 0.001

F(1,39) ⴝ 4.63,
p < .05, 2 ⴝ 0.106
F(1,37) ⴝ 5.80,
p < .05, 2 ⴝ 0.135
F(1,38) ⫽ 0.07,
p ⫽ .798, 2 ⫽ 0.002

Significant time by condition interactions are highlighted in bold.

RMSSD similarly showed larger responses in the 1- and
4-audience conditions than in the control condition, but responses to the 1- and 4-audience conditions were not significantly different (Table 3). Essentially the same outcomes
emerged when these analyses were repeated, using only the
2-minute preparation period, to exclude respiration artifacts
caused by speaking. We also analyzed respiratory patterns to
further determine if the effects on RMSSD could have been
confounded by concomitant condition effects on respiratory
frequency and tidal volume (the 2-minute no-speech preparation period was used for these analyses). However, no significant Time ⫻ Condition interactions emerged for respiration
(data not shown). The effects of condition on HR, PEP, and
RMSDD remained unaltered after adjustment for baseline
values, gender, and BMI.
Salivary Cortisol Responses
As shown in Figure 3, irrespective of condition, cortisol
levels showed the expected peak at ⫹15 minutes posttask and
had largely returned to baseline levels at ⫹45 minutes posttask
(main-effect of time: F(4,212) ⫽ 24.03, p ⬍ .001, 2 ⫽ 0.312).
Separate analyses of each condition showed no significant
cortisol change in the no-audience condition, F(4,64) ⫽ 2.57,
p ⫽ .085, 2 ⫽ 0.139, whereas there were main effects of time
for both the 1-audience and 4-audience conditions, F(4,76) ⫽
8.84, p ⫽ .001, 2 ⫽ 0.318, and F(4,72) ⫽ 15.55, p ⬍ .001,
2 ⫽ 0.464, respectively. Importantly, there was also a significant Time ⫻ Condition interaction effect (F(8,212) ⫽
5.50, p ⫽ .001, 2 ⫽ 0.172). Table 2 presents the outcomes of
pairwise comparisons of the cortisol responses during each
condition. There were significantly larger cortisol changes in
the 4-audience compared with the control condition and the
1-audience condition, whereas the 1-audience and control
conditions were not significantly different (Table 2). Adjustment for gender, baseline cortisol, and BMI did not alter these
outcomes.

Figure 2. Mean ⫾ standard error of the mean values in the no-audience
(filled circles), 1-audience (open circles), and 4-audience (filled triangles)
stressor conditions across the session (⌬ ⫽ speech values ⫺ baseline values).
Presented are: heart rate (upper graph); preejection period (PEP) (middle
graph); root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD) (lower graph).
Psychosomatic Medicine 71:877– 885 (2009)

Mediation Analyses
Attention then turned to whether the affective responses or
autonomic reactivity predicted, i.e., mediated, the conditiondependent increases in cortisol. For mediation, it is necessary
to show that a) the independent variable (task condition)
affects the dependent variable (cortisol responses); b) the
independent variable predicts the mediator (e.g., affective
responses); c) the selected mediator predicts the dependent
881
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TABLE 3.

Univariate Statistical Analysesa of Changes in Heart Rate, PEP, and RMSSD (Baseline, Task-1, Task-2, Recovery) and Cortisol
(Baseline, Posttask, ⴙ15 Minutes, ⴙ30 Minutes, ⴙ45 Minutes Recovery)b

Control vs. 1-audience
Control vs. 4-audience
1-Audience vs. 4-audience

Heart Rate

PEP

RMSSD

Cortisol

F(3,111) ⴝ 3.75,
p < .05, 2 ⴝ 0.092
F(3,111) ⴝ 10.15,
p < .001, 2 ⴝ 0.215
F(3,114) ⴝ 3.58,
p < .05, 2 ⴝ 0.086

F(3,111) ⴝ 10.64,
p < .001, 2 ⴝ 0.223
F(3,111) ⴝ 20.70,
p < .001, 2 ⴝ 0.359
F(3,114) ⴝ 4.22,
p < .01, 2 ⴝ 0.100

F(3,111) ⴝ 6.30,
p < .01, 2 ⴝ 0.146
F(3,111) ⴝ 9.45,
p < .001, 2 ⴝ 0.203
F(3,114) ⫽ 1.06,
p ⫽ .369, 2 ⫽ 0.027

F(4,140) ⫽ 2.25,
p ⫽ .107, 2 ⫽ 0.060
F(4,136) ⴝ 8.32,
p < .01, 2 ⴝ 0.197
F(4,148) ⴝ 4.27,
p < .05, 2 ⴝ 0.104

a

Repeated-measures analysis of variance.
Significant Time by Condition interactions are highlighted in bold. Results remained essentially unaltered after adjustment for gender and body mass index.
PEP ⫽ preejection period; RMSSD ⫽ root mean square of successive differences.
b

Figure 3. Mean ⫾ standard error of the mean salivary cortisol values in the
no-audience (filled circles), 1-audience (open circles), and 4-audience (filled
triangles) conditions (⌬ ⫽ 15-minute posttask value ⫺ baseline value).

variable; and d) the association between the independent and
the dependent variable is substantially attenuated after taking
the putative mediator into account. In the preceding sections,
we have shown a significant Time ⫻ Condition interaction for
cortisol, and importantly, that all the putative mediators (affective and autonomic responses) showed Time ⫻ Condition
interactions, satisfying the first and second condition for
mediation.
Associations between candidate mediator variables and the
dependent variable were tested using repeated-measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). To assess whether affective
responses mediate the effect of condition on cortisol responses, changes in anxiety, shame/embarrassment, and negative affect were entered as covariates. ANCOVA was also
used to test the extent to which mediators accounted for the
association between the predictor (condition) and the dependent variable (cortisol response). If affective responses predict
or mediate differential cortisol responses across conditions,
this would result in a) a significant mediator by time interaction (i.e., the covariate would be significant), and b) an attenuation of the Time ⫻ Condition interaction effect. However,
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ANCOVA revealed that none of these covariates were
significantly associated with cortisol responses; anxiety
(F(4,208) ⫽ 0.12, p ⫽ .851, 2 ⫽ 0.002), shame/embarrassment (F(4,196) ⫽ 0.16, p ⫽ .816, 2 ⫽ 0.003), negative affect
(F(4,204) ⫽ 1.36, p ⫽ .260, 2 ⫽ 0.026). Unsurprisingly, the
Time ⫻ Condition interaction remained virtually unaltered
when these parameters were entered as covariates. Together
these results indicated that the condition effects on cortisol
profile were unrelated to these affective responses.
To determine whether sympathetic cardiac responses during the tasks predicted subsequent cortisol responses, a similar
mediation analyses was conducted, using change in PEP as a
covariate in the ANCOVA. First, ANCOVA yielded a significant association between change in PEP and cortisol response
(F(4,208) ⫽ 4.13, p ⫽ .024, 2 ⫽ 0.074). Second, adjusting
for PEP attenuated the significant cortisol Time ⫻ Condition
interaction to nonsignificance in conjunction with a substantial reduction in effect size: The variance in the cortisol
response explained by condition fell from 17.2% (shown
above) to 5.7% by adding PEP reactivity (⌬PEP) as a covariate (F(8,208) ⫽ 1.86, p ⫽ .133, 2 ⫽ 0.057). This reduction
was statistically significant (F(8,212) ⫽ 4.10; p ⬍ .01). Replicating these analyses, using cortisol area under curve as the
dependent variable (as an alternative to using a repeatedmeasures approach), yielded virtually identical results. No
evidence for mediation was found for HR variability (analyses
not shown).
DISCUSSION
Social interaction and a need to belong are intrinsic to
human existence, which makes it understandable that situations involving social transgression and threats to social standing are powerful stressors (49). The Social Self Preservation
Theory (11,17) contends that HPA activation is a characteristic of such social stressors. The current results confirmed
HPA activation in response to social evaluative threat. However,
although cortisol activity clearly differentiated evaluative
from nonevaluative task conditions, so too did HR, sympathetic cardiac activation (PEP), and vagal tone (RMSSD).
Based on effect sizes, autonomic and cardiac reactions seemed
equally or more sensitive than cortisol responses in differentiating social evaluative threat (SET) from non-SET.
Psychosomatic Medicine 71:877– 885 (2009)
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The current study manipulated levels of evaluative threat
by increasing audience size (33). This enabled further examination of whether social evaluation determines the pattern,
rather than the magnitude, of physiological reactivity. In keeping with previous findings (17), it was anticipated that the
magnitude of cortisol reactivity, but not cardiac reactivity,
would correlate positively with increasing audience size. The
data did not support this prediction; cortisol, HR, and PEP all
displayed comparable response gradients. For example, HR
reactivity increased in a linear fashion from 9 beats/minute (no
audience), to 14 beats/minute (1-audience), to 20 beats/minute
(4-audience). RMSSD was the minor exception to this pattern;
although vagal responses clearly differentiated evaluative
from nonevaluative conditions, the difference in vagal withdrawal between the 1- and 4-audience conditions did not reach
statistical significance. Taken together, however, it seems
reasonable to conclude from the present data that social evaluation potentiates a general, rather than an HPA-specific,
physiological reactivity.
Further support for a general reactivity-enhancing effect of
SET was provided by mediation analyses, which indicated that
the effects on HPA activation could not be separated from the
effects on sympathetic activation. The finding that autonomic
responses during the tasks predicted the subsequent elevation
in cortisol replicates previous research (24,50 –54), and is also
consistent with evidence of extensive interaction between the
two response systems (9,55–57). The present observations
contrast, however, with the findings of Gruenewald et al. (17),
which showed a relative insensitivity of cardiovascular measures to evaluative threat together with a selective cortisol
reactivity. This discrepancy could have been due to confounding by movement and posture changes, which we aimed to
minimize in the current study. A clear demonstration of the
effects of such confounding is provided by Rohleder and
colleagues (32). Their study showed that a control condition,
imposing the mere physical activities of the TSST, elicited
nearly similar changes in HR and heart rate variability as the
full TSST protocol with the speech and mental arithmetic
stressor (32). Thus, movement artifacts seem capable of partly
masking the effects of the TSST stressors on the cardiovascular system.
The Social Self Preservation Theory is a rebuttal to assumptions based on Selye’s generality theory which posits
that all stressors will activate the HPA axis. The former partly
rests on the outcome of a meta-analysis showing a clear
difference in HPA activation between “regular” performance
tasks (e.g., mental arithmetic) and performance tasks that
include the additional element of social evaluation or uncontrollability (11). However, Selye’s concept of stress, based on
experiments that applied severe physical threats to animals,
may also not generalize to the comparatively sedate human
performance tasks for more fundamental physiological reasons: the activation of different physiological systems may
require different intensities of provocation. That is, although
mildly engaging problem-solving tasks readily perturb cardiac
and autonomic activity, HPA activation seems to require more
Psychosomatic Medicine 71:877– 885 (2009)

provocative manipulations, such as evaluated speech tasks.
Such tasks elicit higher levels of physiological activation in
general2 (19,23). A comparable elevated threshold for HPA
activation is also observed during physical stressors like exercise (26). These observations lead us to tentatively propose
an alternative “threshold activation” model of HPA reactivity
during performance stressors. This threshold activation model
postulates that some stressors, such as those without elements
of social evaluation or uncontrollability, fail to induce a cortisol response simply because they are less likely to induce a
level of activation sufficient to engage the HPA axis.
An implication of this threshold activation model is that
provocative elements like social evaluation or uncontrollability engage the HPA axis not because of a unique psychological-physiological response association but by intensifying an
otherwise moderately arousing task. Accordingly, evaluation
can create a perception of response specificity when it is
response intensity that is actually manipulated. An illustration
of this phenomenon is provided by a study of Cacioppo and
co-workers (53). In line with the extant literature (11,23,24),
they observed that a simple performance task (mental arithmetic) does not create a significant average increase in cortisol. However, consistent with a threshold-activation model,
further analyses of individual differences showed that the task
did elicit cortisol release, but only in individuals exhibiting a
strong cardiac autonomic activation. This finding is consistent
with the idea that it is primarily the magnitude of physiological (e.g., autonomic) activation during a performance task
that predicts whether the HPA axis becomes engaged.
Although the primary aim of our study was to assess the
specificity of cortisol responses to social evaluative threat, our
findings warrant a brief comment on the specificity of selfconscious emotions during such situations. It seems counterintuitive that a context designed to elicit evaluation apprehension
and which increases embarrassment and shame (emotions that
reflect social threat) would not also increase apprehension and
anxiety (49). However, such was the finding reported by
Gruenewald and colleagues (17). In contrast, the current data
showed that anxiety and shame/embarrassment increased in a
parallel fashion. A possible explanation for this discrepancy
could be that, in the Gruenewald study, participants in the
social evaluation condition already reported elevated anxiety
at baseline (compared with the nonevaluative condition).
These baseline differences might have masked a differential
effect of condition on anxiety. Another notable finding of the
present study was that self-report measures revealed no differences between the 1- and 4-audience conditions, even
though physiological responses clearly differentiated the conditions. This observation resembles that of other studies,
which manipulated social context (58,59). Thus, it is possible
that audience size drives physiological responses independent
of affective mechanisms that were assessed here.
2
Social evaluation adds several elements to a performance task thought to
increase physiological reactivity, such as distraction, evaluation apprehension,
and an incentive to perform well (19,63,64).
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Several limitations should be noted. Like most research in
this area, the present study was performed with university
students, and replication of our findings in other populations is
an important next step. Also, the group sizes were relatively
small and the resulting lack in power requires a cautious
interpretation of two null-findings: i.e., the lack of association
between vagal reactivity and increasing audience size, and the
absence of a significant correlation between shame/embarrassment and cortisol responses. A further limitation, shared with
the study of Gruenewald et al. (17), is that the shame/embarrassment mood scale does not differentiate between these two
distinct emotions, which may have different physiological
correlates (60,61).
In summary, our findings were consistent with the general
observation from social facilitation and social anxiety research
that performance involving social evaluation elicits heightened physiological reactivity (19,20). We proposed a threshold activation model as an alternative explanation for the
observation that social evaluative stressors characteristically
elicit a cortisol response. This model is based on the observation that cortisol is less readily perturbed during psychological and physical stressors than cardiovascular and autonomic
parameters. An illusion of response specificity may thus occur
when a provocative element (e.g., lack of control, social
evaluation) is incorporated into a less provoking challenge
(e.g., performing arithmetic). We may add that this model
does not imply that physiological responses to evaluative and
nonevaluative stressors can simply be differentiated on a single dimension of activation or arousal (62). Our contention is
merely that a threatening evaluative context seems to enhance
broadly the reactivity of multiple physiological systems. It
may be that this ability to elicit a robust generalized response
explains why social stressors have been associated consistently with a range of health outcomes.
We thank Prof. John T. Cacioppo (University of Chicago) and Prof.
Gary G. Berntson (Ohio State University) for comments on the
rationale of the study and its interpretation. We also are very grateful
for the help of Claire Sawyer, Gareth Tantram, Sarah Alderton, and
Lewis Moore, who assisted with participant recruitment and experimental procedures (19,63,64).
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